Atlas Of Laparoscopic Urologic Surgery With DVD, 1e
Minimize your learning curve for laparoscopic urologic procedures with this new publication. Expertly illustrated and written by the authority in the field, Atlas of Laparoscopic Urologic Surgery will walk you through all of the urologic procedures performed laparoscopically. Accompanying DVD with video clips brings you into the OR with the experts! Full-color intraoperative photographs DVD with surgical clips. Editor is rising star in the field. Topics include laparoscopic procedures previously performed only as open procedures. Step-by-step illustrations, rendered by one artist. Four-color throughout the book.
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**Customer Reviews**

Beautiful, concise, and most important, it is useful. Great to review before undertaking a new case. The information and tips are perfect. Illustrations are clear and unambiguous. One of my favorite surgical atlases ever.

This is a must have for those who plan to immerse into laparoscopic urologic surgery. It contains a very instructive DVD video and chapters include all uro procedures currently done by laparoscopy, detailed description of pre op prep and intra op steps.
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